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Pulse reflection by photonic barriers
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The time behavior of microwaves undergoing partial reflection by photonic barriers was measured in the
time and in the frequency domain. It was observed that for opaque barriers the reflection delay is almost
independent of the barrier’s length. This result corresponds to the Hartman effect in transmission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of particle reflection has been studie
long time ago, see Ref.@1# for instance. However, there ha
been not much done on the time of partial reflection by p
tonic tunneling barriers@2,3#. The traversal time for a par
ticle undergoing a tunneling process can be obtained by c
paring the arrival times of the tunneled particle and
particles that passes the same distance without a ba
From the time differenceDt and the length of the barrierL
the transmission time follows byt tr5L/c2Dt. Due to the
small probability of the tunneling process the majority
particles are reflected by the barrier. Because the probab
depends on the barrier’s length, the reflection should t
place somewhere inside the barrier. In the case of symm
barriers, the short reflection timest r1 andt r2 at both sides
of the barrier are equal to the tunneling timet tr through the
barrier @4#. This is also valid for asymmetric barriers in th
evanescent frequency regions, where transmitted pulses
come exponentially damped@5#.

The partial reflection time studied here is given by t
difference of arrival times of wave packets reflected by
photonic barrier of lengthL and of packets that are reflecte
by a metallic mirror at the same place. We used microw
pulses to simulate localized quantum mechanical parti
@6#. A particle without enough energy to overcome a barr
corresponds to a microwave pulse inside an opaque ba
consisting of evanescent modes only. A barrier is cal
opaque if its transmission is less than 1/e. If all relevant
frequency components of the pulse are evanescent, th
flected pulse will have in first order approximation the sa
shape and magnitude as the incident pulse@7#. The propaga-
tion of the peak value or center of gravity is described by
stationary phase approximation introduced by Wigner. Ba
on the principle of causality, Wigner gave a lower limit fo
the energy derivative of the scattering phase shift@1#. Low
and Mende gave evidence that barrier penetration in qu
tum theory appears as a nonlocal effect. But in their theo
ical paper they conclude that such a measurement cann
made @8#. On the other hand, the experimental results
partial reflection by photonic barriers presented here poin
a nonlocal behavior of evanescent modes. Nonlocality
causality were theoretically investigated with respect to
perluminal photonic tunneling in Refs.@9–12# and discussed
in Ref. @13#.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup and the investigated photonic
riers are sketched in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. For the t
domain measurements, Gaussian-like pulses with halfwid
of Dt'10 ns, corresponding to a frequency bandwidth
D f 52/pDt'65 MHz, were modulated on a high-frequenc
carrier f c59.15 GHz produced by a microwave generat
Using the power output of the generatorP525 MW it can
be estimated that each pulse contains an ensemble
PDt/h fc5431013 single photons. The microwave puls
was transmitted to the photonic barriers via a parabolic
tenna, the reflected pulse was received by a second para
antenna. An HP-54825 oscilloscope detected the envelop
the reflected microwave pulse. The measurements were
formed asymptotically, i.e., a coupling between genera
detector, and devices under test~photonic barriers or metallic
mirrors! was avoided by the long optical distances of 3
and by uniline devices in the microwave circuit. Due to t
narrow radiation profile of the parabolic antennas of'5° a
direct coupling between them was excluded.

The barriers consist of two photonic lattices separated
an air gap, see Fig. 2. Each lattice consists between one
four equidistant Perspex layers separated by air. The ref
tive index of Perspex isn51.61 in the measured frequenc
region. In order to build a photonic barrier for the microwa
pulse, the thicknesses of the Perspexb55.0 mm and the air
layersa58.5 mm present a quarter of the microwave car
ers wavelength in Perspexln5c/n fc520.4 mm and in air
l05c/ f c532.8 mm, respectively. At each surface of th
Perspex layers a partr5(n21)/(n11) of the incident wave
or a factoruru2'5 % of the incoming intensity is reflected

FIG. 1. ~Color online only! Experimental setup for reflection
time measurement. A Gaussian-like pulse of halfwidthDt510 ns
~corresponding to a bandwidthD f 565 MHz) is modulated on a
microwave carrierf c59.15 GHz. The microwaves are transmitte
and received by two parabolic antennas. The reflection timest for
different photonic barriers are compared with the time of a refl
tion by a metallic mirror at the front surface of the barriersx0; see
Fig. 2.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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The reflected waves interfere constructively and result i
total reflection of nearly the same magnitude as the incid
pulse. The air spaced5189.0 mm between the two lattice
forms a cavity and extends the total length of the barrier
illustrated in Fig. 2. The resonance frequencies of the ca
are given by multiples off res5c/2d5794 MHz. All fre-
quency components of the microwave pulse lay in the n
resonant ‘‘forbidden’’ frequency region between the tw
resonances of the cavity at 11 and 12f res.

The calculated transmission of the barriers consisting
eight, four, and two layers of Perspex is displayed in Fig

FIG. 2. Three photonic barriers of different total lengthsx8

5280 mm, x45226 mm, andx25199 mm. Each structure con
sists of an alternating configuration of Perspex layers of wi
b55.0 mm separated by air gapsa58.5 mm. For certain frequen
cies the transmission of such a structure becomes exponen
damped by destructive interference so that the structure beh
like an opaque barrier; see Fig. 3. The wide air gapd5189 mm
allows one to enlarge the barrier’s extension without increasing
attenuation and the transmission time. Metallic mirrors at the fr
or back surface of the structure are used to simulate an ideal re
tion.
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~left!. There are five pronounced forbidden bands separa
by resonance transmission peaks of the cavity in the
quency range displayed. Within a frequency band
'9.15 GHz6100 MHz around the carrier frequencyf c the
complete structure behaves like a photonic barrier. Due
destructive interference the transmitted part of an incid
pulse is exponentially attenuated with increasing number
Perspex layers.

III. PARTIAL REFLECTION BY PHOTONIC BARRIERS

A pulse sent to the metallic mirror, placed at the fro
surfacesx0 of the barriers, is reflected and the reflected pu
is detected by the oscilloscope after a certain time delay,
Fig. 1. We will subtract this time delay from all further mea
surements in order to use the arrival time of that pulse a
time referencet50. Thus, a pulse reflected by a metall
mirror placed atx01x8 ~the end of the barrier! is expected to
arrive at a timet52 x8 /c51.87 ns, see Fig. 4.

The partial reflection by the photonic barriers revealed
strange behavior: if the length of the barrier was shorten
from eight to four or two layers~Fig. 2!, the time delay of the
reflection was constant whereas the amplitude decreased
result of the increasing transmission~Fig. 3!. The measured
time delay of the pulses reflected by the barriers differs
proximately t'100 ps from the reflection time at the fron
mirror x0, see Fig. 4. Incidentally this delay time corre
sponds to the tunneling timet tr'1/f c for the microwave
pulse in the frequency rangef c59.15 GHz@14,15#.

To add further credibility to the time domain measur
ments, the reflection experiment was verified in the f
quency domain using guided microwaves and a HP-85
network analyzer. The photonic lattices were construc
from layers of Perspex inside X-band waveguides in
analogous arrangement to the above presented free spac
periment. The geometry of the structure (a512 mm,b
56 mm, and d5130 mm) resulted in a forbidden ban
aroundf c58.44 GHz of widthD f '100 MHz. Because the
reflections at the Perspex layers inside the waveguide
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t
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FIG. 3. TransmissionT for the photonic barriers consisting of eight, four, and two layers of Perspex~left!. The frequency band
9.15 GHz630 MHz of the microwave pulse lies inside a transmission gap where for the longest barrier onlyT250.25 % of the intensity is
transmitted, while the rest of the pulse is reflected, according to the relationshipR2512T2. The right hand diagram shows the frequen
spectrum of the microwave pulse, being completely inside a transmission gap.
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stronger than in free space, the largest barrier consists o
layers of Perspex. To obtain a higher resolution we also u
barriers with odd numbers of three and five layers. As
result, also for these unsymmetrical barriers the transmis
and reflection time of a pulse did not depend on the side
incidence.

After measuring the frequency spectra of the barriers
transmission and reflection, the propagation of pulses in
time domain was reconstructed by Fourier transforms. In
der to simulate the reflection at a photonic barrier, the f
quency components within the band gap atf c were used to
construct the pulses. Figure 5 shows the reconstructed pu
after a reflection by barriers of six, five, four, and three la
ers. The frequency domain measurements confirm the ab
presented free space measurements, again the reflection
does not depend on the length of opaque barrier.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In both the experiments the applied pulse had a car
frequencyf c in the center of a barrier’s forbidden band g
and a narrow frequency bandwidthD f about 1% off c . Thus
all relevant frequency components of the pulse were eva
cent. In this case there is no finite phase time or group de
expected nor observed for the wave packet inside a ba
@1,3,16#. Such a behavior can explain the experimental d
of reflection by opaque barriers. We observed that the pa
reflection by the back surface is effecting only the amplitu
whereas the reflection duration is not changed. The infor
tion on photonic barrier length is available at the barrie

FIG. 4. Partial reflection by barriers of different lengths; refle
tion by a metallic mirror at the surfacesx0 of the barriers defines the
time t50; see Fig. 2. An ideal reflection by a second mirror atx0

1x8 ~the back surface of the longest barrier! is detected after the
expected propagation time of approximately 2x8 /c'1.9 ns. The
three other pulses were reflected by the barriers consisting of e
four, and two layers of Perspex. The time delay of the three
flected pulses keeps mainly constant while the magnitudes de
on the number of Perspex layers. The short reflection timt
'100 ps equals the tunneling timet'1/f c for a transmission
through the barrier. A slightly larger delay time for the structu
consisting of two layers indicates an insufficiently opaque barri
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front surface within the short tunneling timet tr . In the case
of opaque barriers the reflection suffers a short but cons
time delay independent of the barrier’s length@Hartman ef-
fect, Ref.@16##.

In transmission the constant group delay leads to supe
minal group velocities for long enough barriers. The gro
delay time arises at the entrance boundary. The experime
analysis indicates, that the same time delay is in charge
the barrier’s reflection time. On the other hand, within th
short delay time information about the barrier’s total leng
is available. That means inside a barrier the fields spread
instantaneously, the characteristic behavior of nonloca
This differs from the reflection by a metallic mirror. Infor
mation on the metal barrier length are available only up
the skin depth. In the case of a photonic barrier, the inter
ence causes the reflection while in the case of a metal
reflection is due to free carrier conduction@17#.

So evanescent modes appear to be nonlocal at least u
some ten wavelengths, as experiments have shown in
study. The distance of observing nonlocality effects is limit
by the exponential decay of the field intensity of evanesc
modes, i.e., of the probability in the wave mechanical p
ticle analogy.
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FIG. 5. Reflections by photonic barriers inside a waveguide c
sisting of six to three layers of Perspex. The solid pulses indic
the reflection by metallic mirrors placed at the front and back s
face of the largest photonic barrier of six layers with a total len
of x65214 mm. The dashed pulses are the reflections at the bar
consisting of six, five, four, and three layers of Perspex. The refl
tions of the barriers were detected after a short time delay of't
5100 ps, which equals the tunneling timet ~vertical line!. The
magnitude of the reflected pulses carried the information of
length of the barrier in question (x55196 mm, x45178 mm, x3

5160 mm).
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